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Flower of Metatron  
Michael R Prechtl, an overtone singer in Germany who also works with Sacred Geometry, has 
created a combination of geometrics that he calls the “Blume des Metatron”, or Flower of 
Metatron.  

He is delighted to allow us to use this symbol within SuperConnection. Our grateful thanks are 
extended to Michael for his generosity of spirit. Thanks also go to Christiane Hein - a 
SuperConnect 1, 2 & 3 Consultant, our German translator and more importantly a very special 
friend - for bringing Michael’s work into our awareness and asking permission for its use. 
 
Due to its circular form the Flower of Life can be attributed to 
the female principle. The Fruit of Life stands for willingness 
and the acceptance by the female principle of the fertilizing 
male principle, or Metatron’s Cube with its straight lines. 
Metatron’s Cube contains within it every shape that exists 
within the universe and is said to be a map of creation, 
weaving together the male and female polarities to create the 
ONENESS field of the infinite ALL. These three energy 
symbols unite in the Flower of the Metatron, representing the 
Mystic Marriage and the creation of new things. 
 
The Flower of Life contains within it the whole creation. Its 
centres point to the perfection according to which creation is 
created. The unfinished segments indicate possible further 
development. So far it has allowed us to experience life as we 
know it, but are we now ready to move out from that security 
and protection and to explore a new life model previously 
considered impossible? 
 
The Flower of Metatron symbol combines the Flower of Life, the 
Fruit of Life and Metatron’s Cube. It represents the healing of 
the male and female principles by uniting them through kymic 
marriage (an alchemic re-union of a person’s male and female 
soul energy into one being.) 
 
Meditating with or wearing this symbol can help heal deep 
wounds and scars that have occurred because of disharmony 
between men and women/male and female aspects. 
 
You can buy laminated versions of the Flower of Metatron, 
stickers, amulets and other products from Michael’s website: 
http://obertonwanderer.com/geometrie-produkte.html 
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